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PREFACE

This special issue of the Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law (JDFSL) comprises extended versions of the top research papers that were presented on the 9th EAI International Conference on Digital Forensics & Cyber Crime (ICDF2C) that was held in October 2017 in Prague, Czech Republic.

On behalf of the ICDF2C 2017 organizing committee I would like to express my thanks to JDFSL journal, especially to JDFSL Editor-In-Chief Glenn Dardick, for the opportunity to publish selected papers in the JDFSL journal. Topics of these papers are practically oriented and our aim is to make them available to all potential readers through this renowned open access journal.

The papers cover current issues of digital forensics and investigation like cybercrime scene modelling using virtual reality, drone forensics, memory forensics of OS, exploitation of WiFi protection, or advanced searching methods for the data on a seized device.

I believe that the contents of this issue will be interesting for many readers who are involved in digital forensics, cybercrime investigation, and security.

Enjoy the reading.

Petr Matoušek
General Co-Chair of ICDF2C 2017
Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic